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“I OBJECT TO YOU!” 
 (Mr. Spock in “Star Trek” episode “The Squire of Gothos” January 12, 

1967) 

 

We are recently witness to another flare-up between Bob Moriarty of 

321 Gold (a useful site by the way for free resource stock picks) and 

Craig Hemke.   Moriarty’s remarks are at 

http://www.321gold.com/editorials/moriarty/moriarty111119.html  

entitled “Another Turd in the Punch Bowl” stated in rebuttal to 

Hemke’s “The Continuing COMEX Fraud” 

https://www.sprottmoney.com/Blog/the-continuing-comex-fraud-
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craig-hemke-05-112019.html   Will Hemke make a public rebuttal or 

will it be “pocket-booked” as “premium content?” 

I am not aware of the existence of any de facto “premium content” in 

the entire PM space.  You become well informed by lots of reading.  I 

was in a Silver Standard private placement way back in 2001 by lots of 

reading starting in 1997 and then discussion with investor relations.  It 

resulted in my having besides shares (*********of ounces out of state) 

and several years ago I noticed Queen Elizabeth II acquired shares in 

SSR Mining!  Apparently when the suppression at last fails the evil folks 

want to be on the other side of the situation.  I’ve never been hindered 

by not buying subscriptions and having access to “premium content.”  

Free info abounds, spend time, find it, use it, and buy silver coins 

instead.  “Let my passion create your wealth” is dismal come-on 

verbiage that profoundly harkens to the heyday of the notorious 

televangelists.  Come on, really!  Is that why he disabled comments on 

his You Tube channel?  People with years of failed forecasts should fold 

up, close down and maybe run an apple orchard in a state famed for 

this.  “Silver will be $100 an ounce in 2018.  Or 2019.”  Many of you saw 

this one.  It resulted in how many subscriptions?  And of course, the 

You Tube interviewers, who only host sellers of things, never get paid 

for these promotions!  Next comes more extensions of a forecast and 

eventually he’ll be proved right?  The Spanish word for clown is 

“payaso.”  Manantial Espejo by the way means Mirror Spring, not Silver 

Spring. 

If a newsletter subscription advanced your finances, good for you.  I 

made it by doing my own research.  



Price forecasts?  Last summer Chris Vermuelen predicted $3750 gold by 

year end.  Since then he revised down to $1795 and the 1600s.  All over 

the map Chris.  All any of us know it’s going higher but the riggers have 

more ability to delay this than we realized.  People make certain 

emotion tripping buzzwords their unofficial trademarks.  We notice 

such words as “rotation” and elsewhere “paradigm” and elsewhere 

“caveat.”  Caveat means a way to never have been wrong.    

Craig Hemke nicknamed Turd Ferguson did put a large feather in his 

own cap when Eric Sprott, precious metals mining billionaire, accepted 

Hemke into association with his admittedly formidable organization.  

Moriarty admitted what no one disputes, that Sprott is not small fry.  

Ferguson is an oft cited source by GATA.  Moriarty recently fired 

another volley at GATA which is hardly the only salvo he ever fired at 

them “GATA Finally Admits Their Followers are Manipulating Gold” 

http://www.321gold.com/editorials/moriarty/moriarty111319b.html  

But Eric Sprott to date still lacks the influence in the PM sphere that the 

price riggers have. 

Moriarty, Hemke, Sprott and GATA are all on the same page as to PM 

prices shocking the world in a drastic upwards price spiral.  This has 

taken longer than most metals bulls would have believed and as of now 

we are still waiting for short sellers to get out of the way of our future.  

Will it take the arrival of the fabled biblical millennium before silver 

trades in a free market?  It’s beginning to appear so.  Therefore, when 

the dead rise, silver finally will rise also.  Not to sound too thus and 

such, but there is something incomprehensibly fetching about the old 

correlation of one thousand year periods being in some unfathomable 

sense, like a day in a week.  I buried another dog in July 2018.  I believe 

http://www.321gold.com/editorials/moriarty/moriarty111319b.html


one day she will walk the earth again with a new body that can’t be 

hurt.  Now to return to ordinary concepts. 

To Moriarty’s credit, early in November 2019 he posted a retraction 

about his forecast of a major stock market crash in October being 

wrong.  It would be nice if a certain near ubiquitous fellow would post 

he was wrong in September 2012 when he forecast “silver will never 

trade below $30 again.”  It won’t happen---too many prospective 

subscribers would stay away.  Money always over honor! 

Moriarty makes many resource stock referrals at his site, and still 

people toss money for newsletter subscriptions!  I sure hesitate to 

borrow the near trademarked word “caveat!”  But Bob recommends 

too many companies with outrageous numbers of shares issued 

(sometimes over 300 million shares)!  Try to choose smaller companies 

with under 40 million shares outstanding, as each share is a slice of the 

pie.  When these companies have execs and directors with previous 

service at large multinational miners like RTZ and BHP, you know 

there’s a potent brain trust present. 

I had Bob once tell me by email that the Silver Users Association 

manipulates silver downward and GATA manipulates silver upward.  I 

object to you, Bob!  To allege that GATA and its followers (who oddly 

don’t want more info than GATA dispenses in “dispatches”) ever had an 

influence in silver to play see-saw with the Silver Users Association is 

blatant malarkey.  At that time the SUA still included Dow Chemical, Du 

Pont and Kodak.  Those corporations have always had Senators and 

Congressmen on their side.  GATA never had any faint comparison of 

influence in silver next to the SUA, which has since renamed itself the 

Precious Metals Association of North America.  The big chemical giants 



also dropped out several years ago, probably to try and insulate 

themselves from eventual scandal.  Let’s not let the public forget they 

were members and in effect are most likely “off roster” sub rosa 

members to this moment.  Dow Du Pont is likely America’s biggest 

groundwater polluter. 

Bob is a big believer in Israeli government influence in USA politics and 

diplomacy.  They sure do want influence.  He is no believer that the U.S. 

Government has ever cared to influence precious metals prices down, 

nor that the high finance community has ever had any such interest.  

Bob sees only those conspiracies (collusions if you prefer) which his 

temperament allows him to see.  The Federal Reserve System creates 

our currency and in paper form which we still use is called “Federal 

Reserve Notes.”  Cynics call these “Federal Reserve Nots” or 

“Government Prosperity Coupons.”  I bought my latest Brazilian made 

Taurus with GPC’s and hope to never need to use it. 

The FED was created by a community of interest by wealthy 

Episcopalians allied with the English Royal family as expressed by 

membership in The Pilgrims Society, a group sponsored by the Royals.  

There was only ONE Jewish person at the 1910 Jekyll Island Georgia 

meeting, Paul Warburg.  Like everyone else there besides the menial 

secretary, Piatt Andrew, Warburg was a member of The Pilgrims NYC.  

For thoroughly documented details see “Who Controls The Gold 

Stealing New York Fed Bank” http://nosilvernationalization.org/128.pdf 

111 pages released in January 2014.  These Pilgrims Society finance 

dynasties dominate the megabanks which in turn own the FED.  There 

is this inordinate and overwhelming community of interest in 

suppression of gold and silver (especially silver) prices as these are 

historic money and as the FED creates fiat “money,” its overlords 

http://nosilvernationalization.org/128.pdf


(Episcopalians primarily---not Jews) don’t want PM prices to be up as 

this verifies a weak fiat currency issued by the FED.  I don’t see the 

Rothschilds as being majority owners of the FED nor even the single 

biggest bloc; that is probably the Rockefellers.  Bernanke and Yellen 

were mere figureheads, and Alan Greenspan also, but less than them. 

No one!  And I mean absolutely no one!  Not GATA, not Bob Moriarty, 

not Silver Doctors, not Silver Seek, not Gold Seek, not 24 Hour Gold nor 

any other source you can cite---has ever, or will ever, attempt to assert 

that Charlie Savoie invented this Pilgrims Society as imaginary “finance 

Jinn” over the FED and the markets.  Proof is exceptionally solid they 

exist and is at www.silverstealers.net and 

www.nosilvernationalization.org and www.pilgrimsociety.org; which 

site was posted five months after Silver Stealers went up in January 

2011.  Add to that the fine site of my esteemed Dutch colleague, the six 

foot seven inch researcher who needs no library ladder to reach old 

books https://isgp-studies.com/   

Several years ago I had tentative understanding with Ferguson to do an 

interview about this.  After a very long delay on my part, he lost 

interest, and I admitted I dropped the ball.  Since associating with Eric 

Sprott there is no possibility of any such session.  I am telling readers 

straight out Eric Sprott is very daunted by this Pilgrims Society else 

more would have been allowed at his Sprott Money site about it.  

Nothing has appeared there since mid 2017 (29 months) --- 
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The only conspiracy I notice Bob Moriarty acknowledging is the 

Israeli/Zionist influence with the American government.  A superior, 

higher conspiracy of Anglican/Episcopalians exists in British influence in 

USA foreign policy.  Zionists are pawns of Protestant Anglicans and 

Protestant Episcopalians.  Britain created Israel in 1917 and 1948 to 

serve as a flash point for another Anglican/British World War.  They are 



happy to have the public believe that Israel is the top foreign influence 

in D.C. 

Bob apparently sees no US government interest in holding PM rates 

low, nor of the bullion banks.  Enormous proof is at 

www.silverstealers.net including remarks of Treasury Secretary Dillon in 

the upper right hand corner, admitting silver bullion would be dropped 

into the market as required to maintain a price ceiling. 

GATA sees conspiracy of governments and banking entities to cap PM 

prices.  GATA however sees no “by invitation only” organizations, like 

the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), which is very visible, in tying 

together these entities in a community of interest colluding to retard 

PM price advances.  GATA will not mention me or my work!  That would 

drive traffic to my sites!  Bob mentioned Ted Butler recently.  Ted’s big 

deal is the concentrated short position.  Bob’s answer to that is what?  

The thing about Ted I’ve noticed for so long is he appears to be unable 

to grasp there is this community of interest in PM price suppression in 

terms of defending the farcical charade aura of the Federal Reserve 

dollar.  It’s about defending the dollar from prospective competitors! 

Sites like https://www.theburningplatform.com/2019/11/11/stranger-

in-a-strange-land/  recently linked by Moriarty?  These sites rattle away 

about “the ruling class” and far more uselessly still, “The Deep State.”  

Friends there is no membership organization calling itself The Deep 

State.  Mostly it’s the Democrat faction of The Pilgrims Society after 

Trump.  Be certain just as in Nixon’s Watergate blowup, no mention of 

The Pilgrims Society will be made by either political party.   Raving 

about “The Deep State” does nothing to bring The Pilgrims Society into 

the light of day before the American public so they can see precisely, 
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with a specific organization name and with enough confirmed specific 

named members that the public can get their eyes opened to exactly 

who is corrupting their future.  It’s the same useless approach as Jeff 

Nielsen’s “The One Bank.”  There sure is a One Bank, but as always it’s 

not a soulless entity, but run by individuals who are members of elite 

groups like the 1001 Club written about by Van Der Reijden, with the 

case for The Pilgrims being the MOST elite being extremely powerful.  

Democrat versus Republican, Deep State this and Deep State that (kid 

stuff) is just a devilish comedy show to distract onlookers from this 

horrible problem of by invitation only elite globalist fiat money 

membership groups. 

Dave Janda yammers on and on about “The Deep State.”  He’ll never 

allow any mention of The Pilgrims Society, especially if it includes 

mention of me.  Remember I’m the guy who works for free and that 

makes me outcast.  My research has no relevance to Janda and his ilk. 

 

From The Pilgrims NYC 2002 roster--- 

 

That was the older brother of President Bush the first and of Prescott 

Bush it was said “he really operated in another realm,” naturally the 



obituary left out to say anything about his membership in The Pilgrims 

Society---(another Episcopalian and big shot in Connecticut Crown 

Colony) ---means nothing to Janda, Greg Hunter, SGT Report--- 

 

By the way I ended up being banned from You Tube for posting 

comments alleging fraud insofar as hosts and guests all insist that 

“guests don’t pay” to get interviews, and see the problem is when hosts 

peddle for donations insisting that donations are their only income 

(liars/guests will lie also---all guests will lie, no exceptions), so this is 

fundraising by false pretenses on the part of the interviewers with the 

guests in complicity---illegal in all 50 States!  But there’s this 

consciousness they all have “it’s OK because all of us are doing it.”  Did 

You Tube or any interviewer offer to sue me?  Why NO, because then 

I’d get discovery rights, including subpoena of bank records, 

investigation as to delivery of small heavy packages etc.!  Selling things 

is part of the American way.  Fundraising by deception however is 

https://www.greenwichtime.com/local/article/Prescott-Bush-Jr-brother-and-uncle-to-535695.php


wrong including when the “good guys” (?) are doing it.  Since Google is 

being sued by 50 State Attorneys General I contacted their offices on 

this problem of interviewers collecting donations while swearing 

“guests don’t pay” to be interviewed.  I received very promising 

responses from four State AG offices; so---this malpractice and fraud 

may eventually be corrected.  PATREON is also doing wrong!  “No 

guests ever pay to be on” combined with all guests are selling things 

means fraud!  Otherwise their position is “free info providers are 

useless.”  The alt media are censors same as the ordinary media.  All his 

guests are marketing things for purchase, and he and his peers have 

this career to give marketers all free business promotions?  And your 

donations are their only income?  People not selling things can’t ever 

have anything worth hearing?  You believe those LSD trips? --- 

 

Those complaints stated, yes; learn from whoever you can, even when 

blatant denial of financial relationships with hosts is going on. 

I’ve written at great length with good documentation about Pilgrims 

Society members in the City of London and on Wall Street acting to 

oppose PM price increases.  On November 12, 2019 at 

http://www.gata.org/node/19578 we notice the absurdly pretentious 

“GATA Is the Only Precious Metals Whistle Blower,” really?  What of all 

http://www.gata.org/node/19578


the dozens of other sources who’ve publicized PM racketeering?  

Conceit, ego and outright sniveling going on!  Surprisingly Bob Moriarty, 

in his jousting exchanges with GATA (to my knowledge) hasn’t 

mentioned Bill Murphy’s infamous $275,000 fine for shady commodity 

practices nor about Chris Powell harboring Thom Calandra with his 

$540,000 fine.  Chris, I am my own secretary/treasurer and do 

“dispatches” also.  Left to you and Bill Murphy, no one would ever have 

heard about The Pilgrims Society.  Lots of members in Episcopalian 

Connecticut Colony---know any of them?  Remember Jeff Nielsen 

calling you controlled opposition?  When there is a painfully relevant 

area GATA refuses to go to; they are controlled opposition.  That area is 

the role of by invitation only groups in tying together the banks and 

governments in rigging PM prices!  Current Pilgrims officials in NYC 

include gold and silver antagonist Paul Volcker, the member who broke 

the Hunts out of 60MOZ silver by 1986; John R. Drexel IV, descended 

from the mentor (anti-silver) of the original J.P. Morgan (anti-silver); 

Philip C. Bobbitt, nephew of the silver antagonist President Johnson 

(who was honorary president of The Pilgrims); Mrs. Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt Jr., daughter in law of President Roosevelt who stole gold 

and silver from Americans; and so forth--- (none of this is relevant 

according to GATA and would mean even less to Bob Moriarty) ---  

Here’s your “Deep State,” whose history is the financial, diplomatic, 

industrial and military history of North America, concentrated in several 

dozen intermarried dynastic families--- 

 



Senators Church of Idaho and McMathias of Maryland issued a joint 
statement on September 30, 1973--- 
 
"The President has the power to seize property, organize and control 

the means of production, seize commodities, assign military forces 

abroad, call reserve forces amounting to 2 1/2 million men to duty, 

institute martial law, seize and control all means of transportation, 

regulate all private enterprise, restrict travel, and in a plethora of 

particular ways, control the lives of all Americans.  Most of these laws 

remain a a potential source of virtually unlimited power for a President 

should he choose to activate them. It is possible that some future 

President could exercise this vast authority in an attempt to place the 

United States under authoritarian rule.” 

When or if this happens, the President will be acting on direct orders 

from the English Royal family.  Not the Rothschilds and not the Roman 

Catholic Pope either and not the mean spirited Israeli government.  

England has never stopped regarding us as their “wayward colony” 

which must and will be “recovered.”  With virtually zero help from 

other metals longs sites besides Silver Market News Online, I have 

created a record since January 2011 that if gold and silver 

nationalization transpires again, it will be entirely due to the Crown’s 

influence network over America, The Pilgrims Society.  NOT ISRAEL!  

Great Britain has obsessed over controlling America financially and is 

reflected in many actions such as Parliamentary currency acts in 1751, 

1764 and 1773; and later the foundation of the First and Second United 

States Banks.  The idea that the Rothschilds were the only faction in 

England back of this meddling over here is absurd, and would excuse 

the rest from any investigation and blame!  Colonials who were made 



extremely wealthy by Royalist Dutch and British land grants, and who 

later fought against the British in the Revolutionary War?  Ahh!  Their 

loyalties were “recovered to the Crown” via the First and Second 

United States Banks!  Robert Van Rensselaer was a Brigadier General in 

the Revolutionary War.  Yet we notice in these arcane leaked Pilgrims 

Society rosters, names as Van Rensselaer, DePeyster (interlock by 

marriage) and of course still more prominent names---Schuyler and 

Livingston.  Wealth over country!  These perverse lineages are very 

much ongoing. 

 

I don’t think anyone has paid off Bob Moriarty to deny any powers that 

be have a strong motive to suppress PM prices.  His horse carriage 

blinders won’t let him see it.  If these PILGRIMS decide to try the 

precious metals nationalization route a second time by means of 

Presidential Executive Order, whether Trump is reelected or some 

Democrat, then it STILL would not matter to GATA about this Pilgrims 

Society and Bob Moriarty would STILL not be able to reach the distant 

fringes of grasping it! 



 

On November 11, 2019, GATA posted “Paper Gold Market Can’t Survive 

Its Extreme Leverage” http://www.gata.org/node/19573 which was a 

link leading to https://kingworldnews.com/greyerz-the-great-

deception-will-lead-to-hell-being-unleashed-in-global-markets/ Egon 

Von Greyerz of Gold Switzerland.  The problem?  Nearly nothing in the 

interview (paid business promotion to reel in clients) related to the 

title.  Instead, it was all one big promotion for Von Greyerz business.  

This is the fellow who infers unless you store your gold with him, you 

are not storing it outside the banking system.   If he has your gold in a 

crisis you may be unable to retrieve it due to “clamp down” actions by 

the USA government.  Be smart, not stylish---hold your own gold very 

quietly where you can get your hands on it at least within several days 

drive.  Buy Swiss chocolates or visit as a tourist.  Ask Eric King of King 

World News to have Egon Von Greyerz on for a session explaining how 

he and his family are 100% safe from kidnappers using them as 

leverage to empty his custodial gold vaults!  You NEVER hear any vault 

operators anywhere admitting this real risk! 

http://www.gata.org/node/19573
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GATA reported http://www.gata.org/node/19576 West Virginia 

Congressman Alex Mooney inquired to Attorney General William Barr 

about what’s up with the CFTC and precious metals markets.  “Who’s 

Who in the East” 2014, page 72, shows Barr was with the Central 

Intelligence Agency during 1973 to 1977.  His daddy was with the OSS, 

Office of Strategic Services, forerunner of the CIA.  Now GATA!  You 

really think a CIA spook is going to do anything about the CFTC?  For 

several years starting in 2009 Barr was a board member of Time 

Warner (media giant covering for PM suppressors).  In 2001 to 2004 

Barr was on the board of visitors to the College of William & Mary in 

Virginia (founded 1693), to this day a hotbed of British Empire 

subversion. 

This battalion of experts who don’t get it has at all times been tediously 

present. 

Next link has a discussion of the 1929 Crash and the Great Depression.  

Not one word about silver and England’s attack on silver prices as the 

overwhelming causation of the Great Depression!  Doubters are 

referred to http://silverstealers.net/tss.html   

https://www.gowebcasting.com/events/precious-metals-summit-

conferences-llc/2019/11/12/crikey-what-s-going-on-with-gold-by-

grant-williams/play/stream/28893  NOTHING was said about British 

India’s broadside against monetary silver, starting in 1926, culminating 

in the Great Depression! 

www.mises.org appears exceptionally weak on the subject of the 

British attack on silver having been the 95% causation of The Great 

Depression.  I spent time at their site copying content, pasting onto 

word forms and searching for “silver,” there is just nothing!  Now I 
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notice a character named Hunter Lewis a trustee of Mises Institute 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunter_Lewis who graduated from 

Groton School (Episcopalian) and Harvard (Episcopalian dominated).  

Lots of finance elitists came by way of these two schools.  Lewis has 

been associated with the Pierpont Morgan Library, World Bank, 

Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Worldwatch Institute and other such 

globalist groups.  Please don’t purchase anything offered by Mises Dot 

Org nor donate any money to them.  CONFIRMED---another BS front 

misleading the well intentioned.  I can’t show Lewis a Pilgrims member 

but he is sure thick with them.  Mises Institute felt it prudent in his 

profile to not mention his Rockefeller family linkage 

https://mises.org/profile/hunter-lewis which is a clear case of 

misleading by omission of major material fact. 

Gary North is or was one of the “scholars” associated with Mises 

Institute and has made his view known that silver is a poor investment 

choice https://www.garynorth.com/public/5700.cfm   

Testifying before the United States Senate, Chemical Bank executive 

Percy H. Johnston declared--- 

“Anything the government says is money is money.  We could print 
leather and call it money and it would be money.” 
 
The Commercial & Financial Chronicle, April 8, 1939, page 2051, 

reported this.  So if the Government says hog droppings are money, the 

public would knuckle under and accept it?  Banker snot too could be 

money!  Just another case of so many experts who didn’t and don’t get 

it!  In recent times we’ve had more nonsense boosted as fact by experts 

who don’t get it, including statements such as “silver was never taken” 

(King World News; refused to post correction for readers) and Chris 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunter_Lewis
https://mises.org/profile/hunter-lewis
https://www.garynorth.com/public/5700.cfm


Duane “they left silver alone.”  In 1933 when FDR took gold, he/they 

did leave silver alone.  But what of August 9, 1934?  On that day FDR 

ceased “leaving silver alone,” and grabbed it on the heels of his Pilgrims 

Society directed gold grab.  Still other experts insist “gold alone is a 

monetary metal,” so I trust these “experts” have plans as to how to 

receive change for their one ounce gold coins when they go to buy food 

at a farmer’s market---or even their tenth ouncers---when they have no 

hoard of silver Mercury/Roosevelt dimes to tender in payment, which 

are far more divisible, and therefore, far more flexible and 

maneuverable as emergency currency!  Not that they’ll have any gold 

coins, as Von Greyerz will have conned and seduced them to place 

them out of reach deep inside Switzerland, and the U.S. Government 

will block recovery.  And of course he gets free business promotions on 

King World News! 
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